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In the 25 years preceding the world's recent economic crisis, Industry had a bad image in the
developed countries.

Media, politicians and the general social perception despised Industry as an activity which was
contaminating, harsh on the workforce and not innovative, as opposed to the digital world,
sometimes referred to as TIC (Technologies of Information and Communication).

Research and bright minds were primarily channeled to the development of electronic devices
or, even more, to what could be done with them, with a certain attraction towards speculation in
the financial world and communications and entertainment in a more general scope. Biomedical
and computers were almost the only industries enjoying a good social image.
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The “traditional” industries were left for the developing countries looking for low-cost
manpower and loose environmental requirements, while the developed countries would keep
design, research and the high-level jobs, in an attitude that assumed that the low-cost countries
would not develop those capabilities.

Mechanics, plastics, textile, toolmaking, machinery, chemical and so on were almost lost with
little or no regret from most developed countries.
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1. The improving image of Industry

The advent of the 2008-2009 economic crisis evidenced that the countries which better coped
with the situation happened to be strong in those “traditional” industries and all their associated
subcontracting industrial networks.

Many countries started having new thoughts about the need for a strong “traditional” industry.
They realized that those industries were no longer polluting like they were decades ago, that the
ones surviving had an important level of technical and scientific research, and that they needed
and developed a strong network of cooperating industries which were much more rooted to the
territory than the coveted TICs, which could rapidly switch from one country to another, where
wages would be a little cheaper.



Additionally, the “traditional industries” tended to have more stable jobs and wages, than those
found in the “fashionable” sectors that appeared in the wake of digitalization.

The USA and several countries in Europe started a reindustrialization policy. Somehow, Germany
became the reference industrialized country along with its education model which includes a
close cooperation with industry.

The tight network of small and medium industries appears to be a strong economy stabilizing
factor and the very high technology content and requirements of this type of industries is
reshaping the research policies.
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Additionally, industry has proven to be a strong demander of high technology level service
companies, logistics and R&D centers including sophisticated digital and computing capabilities,
which are often needed in the vicinity of the manufacturing plants.

Some western countries have come to name this phenomenon the advent of the “new industry”
and lately “Industry 4.0”, when this is just the normal evolution of industry stemming from
competition, productivity, efficiency, improved technology and the tightening of environmental
regulation.

Unfortunately, some of the expelled traditional industries will take very long to return to their
former home countries, if they ever do, as much of the industrial support network no longer
exists or even some areas of knowledge have been mostly lost.
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2. Is there a place for small industries 

in a globalized world?

All industrialized countries have a network of small industries.

This seems to be in contradiction with the fact that new technology industry often requires high
investment and high level R&D which seem to be out of the reach of SMEs, but it is a hard fact
that industrial SMEs continue to exist and they are still the main provider of jobs in almost all
countries.

The very strong globalization trend which started some 25 years ago apparently calls for larger
corporations and it is also an undeniable fact that many large industrial companies have
experienced significant growth in their effort to follow the increasingly globalized demand, but
small industries continue to appear, to exist and to grow.



What makes industrial SMEs resistant to this apparently necessary death?

Probably a number of factors, specific to each case:

-Better adaptability and quicker response than large corporations.

-Closer and more personalized service.

-The creation of a company based on a daring innovation that most “established” corporations
would not trust and a small entrepreneur takes a chance with a dream to become his/her own
boss and the possibility of making more money than as an employee.

-The filling of a small market niche that a large corporation would not consider.
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-Often small industries appear as subcontractors for larger industrial corporations which prefer
to outsource some operations for different reasons and then, they need the geographical vicinity
of their supplier which is often easier with a SME than with a large corporation.

-However, globalization calls increasingly for this symbiotic arrangement to be implemented
worldwide and this is pushing the evolution, growth and globalization of industrial SMEs.

-There is, thus, a clear double trend of birth and need for small industries and the pressure to
make them grow.
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3. Should a small industrial company grow? 

And, if so, How?

There are a number of reasons that almost demand a company's growth:

-It is difficult to keep a company at a stable size: it will likely tend to grow or to shrink and
shrinkage is often a danger for survival, except for some strategic shrinkages. Thus, most
surviving industries will tend to grow.

-Normally, growth, if properly managed, tends to enable improvements to the Company in terms
of extra research capacity, reach for more productive machinery, economies of scale, etc. So, in
addition to the logical aim for extra revenue, there are technical and economic reasons for
aiming for growth.

However, industrial SMEs face numerous dangers, both internal and external, which can
normally be overcome if properly adressed.

Let’s just mention a few:



Internal problems:

-Impatience. Trying to grow too quickly is a frequent reason for death or for loss of
Independence.

-Insufficient managerial skills. This is a frequent problem in SMEs

-Dissension among shareholders or top executives

-Understanding the necessary changes as Company increases size, geographical footprint or
customer type or size.

-Attracting and keeping new talent and managers. Team building.

-SMEs tend to be (not always) family-owned. Managerial and technical skills of second
generation can be a problem. Generational change.
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External problems:

-Competition. There is hardly an activity without competition and SMEs are especilly vulnerable,
but there can always be a differentiating factor, mostly proximity and good service.

-Need for fast technology updating.

-Need for financing, cost of high-end machinery.

-Push by customers for a growth rate faster tan desirable.

-Increasing legal paperwork load.

-Low-cost countries. There is always someone cheaper!

-Confidentiality and data security
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4. AMES’ quick story as a sample

AMES is a family-owned Company. Founded in 1951 by 3 partners. Now in second generation ownership
and management . 65 years of existence.

-Powder Metallurgy, mostly automotive customers. Very competitive environment.

-Need for technology from its beginning. This demand has increased through time.

-Started with very limited means and a very small team, but the technological mind was clear from very
early times.

-Even though it was a family owned Company, a solid group of profesional managers was formed after just
a few years, which facilitated growth.

-Management skills and continuous training were prioritized.



-As size increased, several strategic decisions came:

-Diversification in manufacturing sites

-Choice of very demanding and high-tech customers

-Export oriented at a time when exporting was yet a rarity

-Strong people involvement and training orientation.

-Industrialization and automation capabilities were obsessive.

-Currently 950 people, 7 production plants in 4 countries including Europe, America and Asia.
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Main corporate cultural traits:

-Very strong research and technology orientation.

-Relationship with universities and research centres for technology, high-level people recruitment and
management learning

-Continued training in a wide range of subjects using both internal and external teaching resources.

-Austere.

-Devoted and hard working

-Very high respect for the work force. Strong family spirit.

-High transparency with employees. Ethics above all.

-Strong culture for employee involvement
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-Stubborn will of financial and strategic Independence.

-Vertical integration.

-Control growth: don’t grow too quick, but never stop.

-Prudence, low-key approach, but courageaous. Don’t be intimidated.

-Diversification of customer base.

-Loyal to smaller subcontracting SMEs
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We have had good and bad times through our history, but always loyal to our basic principles and staying
together and the result is rather satisfactory:
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5. Conclusions

-Can “small be beautiful” in Industry in today’s globalized world?

According to my personal experience, definitely yes.

Subsequently, “small” ends up being “not so small” and even more beautiful.

-Industrial SMEs exist, existed and will always exist.

-Industrial SMEs create a tight and geographically rooted network of companies with stable Jobs and
technological progress. They deserve care and protection from government.

-Their individual longevity and progress depend on many factors, but it can often (not always) be
managed.

-Prudence, effort, technology, teambuilding, putting the Company’s needs before any personal need, all
help the competitiveness.



Thank you for your attention


